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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF THE VIRGIN MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN
CENTRE OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
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My dear children,

Today, I am happy to meet you in this sacred forest of contemplation, a place blessed by Me,
because for thirty years, your Heavenly Mother was a faithful witness of the inner offerings and of
all the vigils that took place here, for love of humanity and for its salvation.

Therefore, on this day, as I have shown you, I come to renew and reconsecrate this forest with the
name of "Forest of Harmony and Contemplation", as a new extension of the Marian Centre of
Figueira.

All the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary will be erected here, through small altars that will be built so
that souls may contemplate all the facts and mysteries of the Holy Family.

The Forest of Harmony and Contemplation will be the space offered to pilgrim souls and to all
those who live here so that they may rediscover the Grace of feeling loved by God, through the
recitation of the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary.

The Forest of Harmony and Contemplation will also lead souls, in the current area of the hut, Oca,
to stand before a small lake and, in its center, the image that today has been offered to Me on the
altar.

For this to be possible and given the urgency of this space, your Heavenly Mother summons all
consecrated Children of Mary to take care of this sacred place.

I also wish that under each space of the altar dedicated to the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary, there
would be small gardens with benches, so that there would be a space for contemplation at each
station.

At the same time, I also aspire that in the lake of Your Holy Lady there may be various species of
plants and a small waterfall, a source, so that souls may receive the Grace of the healing of their
emotions.

If this were to be fulfilled, as I have requested, I promise that this new area of the Marian Centre
will be a place of blessings and miracles for all who come here in faith.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace and Lady of the Sacred Forest of Figueira.


